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Stimulated photon echo in a resonant gaseous medium is investigated theoretically. It is found that the echo
intensity and the polarization depend markedly on the relaxation characteristicsrepsonsible for the relaxation
of the population, magneto-dipole (orientation relaxation) moment, and quadmpole (alignment relaxation)
moment of the resonance levels. These dependences make it possible to carry out experimental measurements
of these relaxation times by the photon echo method. The observed effect should stimulate the setting up of
new experiments on the photon echo in gases with the aim of measurement of the above-mentioned
characteristicsof the resonance levels.

PACS numbers: 5 1.70. + f

A photon echo is formed i n a medium a f t e r passage of
two exciting light pulses separated by a time interval
7,, and represents spontaneous coherent radiation f r o m
a superradiant state created by the f i r s t exciting pulse.1
By increasing 7, and observing experimentally the attenuation of the intensity of the photon echo, we can
effectively measure the relaxation characteristics of the
resonance transition by the photon echo method. Thus,
in experiments on the photon echo i n g a s e s (see, for
example, Refs. 2-5), this method was used successfully to find relaxation characteristic fl' responsible
f o r the damping of the component of the optical coherence matrix, which is proportional t o the polarization
of the medium. T h e r e a r e a l s o theoretical work^,^"
showing the possibility of measurement by the photon
echo method of other relaxational characteristics +q'(x
+ 1) of the optical coherence matrix.
In the present work, it is shown that we can a l s o meas u r e the relaxation characteristics of the resonance
levels themselves by the photon echo method: the r e laxation of the population, orientation, and alignment.
F o r this purpose, it is proposed to observe not the ordinary but the so-called stimulated photon echo.
The stimulated echo was predicted and observed by
~ a h n 'i n the radiofrequency range. T h i s echo is c r e 1108
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ated a t a n instant of time approximately equal to 271
+ ~ upon
2
successive passage through the medium of
t h r e e exciting pulses, separated by the respective t i m e
intervals 71 and 7 2 . We note that the three-pulse method of excitation of resonant media has already progress e d a t the present time f r o m the radiofrequency t o the
optical range (see, f o r example, Trgd. 9-11). In particular, stimulated photon echo in ruby has been observed in the work of Samatsev et a1.l' Thus, the fact
of the possibility of observation of a stimulated echo in
the optical range r a i s e s no doubts whatever.
In the present work, we have c a r r i e d out a calculation of the intensity and polarization of t h e stimulated
photon echo produced in a gaseous medium. In this
case we have taken into account the degeneracy of the
resonance levels of the considered transition and the
effect of elastic depolarizing atomic (molecular) collisions on the interaction of the a t o m s (molecules) of the
gas with the resonance electromagnetic field. The calculations that have been c a r r i e d out show that it is possible to select such experimental conditions under
which the damping of the components of the maximum
of intensity of the stimulated photon echo i n t h e direction of polarization of the third exciting pulse and in the
perpendicular direction will b e determined either only
by the relaxation t i m e s of the population of the resonan-
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ce levels, or only by the relaxation times of the orientation or only by the alignment relaxation times. Thus,
the photon echo method can take i t s place alongside the
classical methods of the spectroscopy of resonance
levels, such a s the Hanle effect, the effect of level
crossings, and s o on.12

when the third exciting pulse reaches the point y of the
and
gaseous medium, the parts of the amplitudes tx'
of the expansion of the components p:$ and p::), in irreducible tensor operators, which make a contribution
to the stimulated photon echo, have the form

qr'

1. SMALL AREAS OF EXCITING PULSES
We consider the formation of a stimulated photon echo
in a gas by three linearly polarized exciting-light puls e s of duration TI, T2 and T,, respectively, propagating along the Y axis with c a r r i e r frequency w and resonance frequency w, of the atomic (molecular) transition
with change in total angular momentum j , - j , .
Let the
polarization vectors of the f i r s t and third exciting puls e s form an angle $, and those of the second and third,
an angle &.
As the basic equations, we write down the d'Alembert
equation and the quantum mechanical equation for the
components of the density matrix, taking into account
the interaction of the atoms (molecules) of the gas with
the resonance electromagnetic field and the irreversible relaxation, due to the radiation decay and to the
inelastic gaskinetic and elastic depolarizing collisions.
The method of finding the intensity of the electromagnetic field of the stimulated photon echo is similar to
that used earlier7 for finding the intensity of the elect r i c field of an ordinary photon echo. In this case, an
expansion is carried out of the components of the density matrix in irreducible tensor operators and a solution is obtained of the set of equations from Ref. 7 for
the slow functions in the given field approximation.
Moreover, it is assumed that the durations TI (i
= 1,2,3) of the exciting light pulses a r e small in comparison with the intervals of time 71 and 7 2 between
them, and also in comparison with the times of i r r e versible relaxation. The intensity of the external magnetic field has been assumed t o be zero.
In the present section, we consider the formation of
the stimulated photon echo in the optically allowed transition with arbitrary angular momenta j, and j, of the
upper a and lower b resonance levels. It is obvious
that without simplifying assumptions the solution of the
similar problem can apparently not be obtained analytically. Therefore, a s in Ref. 13, the approximation of
small a r e a s of the exciting pulses is used in this section.
The action on the resonant medium of the f i r s t two
light pulses leads to the result that up to the instant of
incidence of the third pulse, the medium preserves a
phase memory of the f i r s t two exciting pulses. F o r the
stimulated photon echo in the absence of the ordinary
one, the coherence created by these pulses in the denof the resonance
sity-matrix components pzf, and ,p':
levels themselves. Here rn and p a r e respectively the
projections of the total angular momentum of the upper
and lower resonance levels.
At the instant

1109
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where

ld12
e(i'Tie(Z)TZ1,13NOf
(u),
3AZ
Ii=[sin kuTi--i(l-cos koT,) 1 / kuT,, i = l , 2,
C,($) = [COS
41+2-%sin $(6,, ,-6,. -,) 1.

B=

(-l)i3-j~+K'1-

(3)

Here d is the reduced matrix element of the dipole operator of the angular momentum transition jahjb,No is
the density of overpopulation of the Zeeman sublevels
up to the incidence on the medium of the f i r s t exciting
pulse, f(v) is the Maxwellian distribution function in
the projections v of the velocity of the atoms on the Y
axis; e"' is the constant amplitude of the intensity of the
electric field and 9,is the constant phase shift of the
ith exciting pulse. The quantities c:,,,, and
which depend on the angular momenta of the considered energy levels and which enter into (1) and (2), a r e
given in Ref. 7. Further, the relaxational characteristic
r")- (?:"
+$" ))/+P"'.

BX,,,,

which describes the damping of the component of the
optical coherence matrix, and which is proportional to
the polarization of the medium, is expressed in terms
of the relaxation times l/y;' and I/$' of the populations of the levels a and b, due to gaskinetic inelastic
collisions and radiation decay, and also in terms of the
quantity r'l', which describes the broadening of the
spectral radiation line under the action of elastic depolarizing collisions. Finally,

rob =y:Ub) +F$

,

c'

where
' : ? I and
describe the collisional relaxation of
the upper and lower levels, due to elastic depolarizing
collisions. We emphasize that since we a r e dealing
with elastic collisions that do not change the total popu0. In the
lation of the level, it follows that rho' = rbO'=
writing of (1) and (2), it was assumed that the polarization of the f i r s t exciting pulse makes an angle $, with
the Z axis and the second the angle &.
As follows from (1) and (2), the amplitudes':f

and

40:"',through the factor
(4)

exp(-i(kuz,-@,+@,))

preserve the phase memory of the first two exciting
pulses.
The expressions (1) and (2) play the role of initial
conditions in consideration of action on the medium of
the third exciting pulse. This action leads to the result
that the term containing the phase factor (4) appears
also in the polarization vector of the medium P,, which
Evseev e t aL
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relates to the group of atoms having a projection of velocity on the Y axis equal to v. Therefore, after passage of the third exciting pulse by the point y of the
gaseous medium, the part of P, responsible for the
formation of the stimulated photon echo oscillates a s a
function of v according to the law

Here To= l/ku is the time of the reversible Doppler
relaxation and u is the mean thermal velocity of the
atoms of the gas. Thus, the maximum of the intensity
of the stimulated photon echo, formed on the narrow
spectral line, takes place a t the moment of time (6),
and the width of the echo pulse is of the order of To.

P-af( u )F ( v ) exp(iku(t'-zl)),

where
tl=t-z,-z2-TI-T,-T,-ylc,

F ( u )=I,I,Z,'

Here the quantity I3 is obtained from (3) a t i = 3.
Thus, after passage of the third exciting pulse through
the medium, the vectors P, created by the different
groups of atoms with different projections v of the velocity on the Y axis have different phases; therefore, the
radiated o r electromagnetic waves a r e noncoherent.
However, a t the instant of time approximately equal to
t-2z,+tz+T,+ T,+Ta+ y/c,

(6)
a s follows from (51, synchronization of the different P,
takes place, and the system of excited atoms in each
point y undergoes a transition into the superradiant
state. As a result, spontaneous coherent radiation
takes place-a stimulated photon echo, the independent
pulses of which from the different portions of the medium a r e combined, with account of the delay, to form
a common electromagnetic pulse.
Omitting the intermediate calculations, we write down
the final expression for the intensity of the electric
field of the stimulated photon echo
X e x p ( i ( o t - k y t (Da+(D2-@,)-'y") (t' f T,)}+c.c.,

(7)

where

Here L is the extent of the gaseous medium, and the
vector ee, which characterizes the polarization properties of the stimulated photon echo, has the form

In writing down (9a) and (9b), it was assumed that the
polarization vector of the third exciting pulse is directed along the Z axis. The quantities M(j,, j,), N(j, j,)
and L(j,, j,) for the different types of transitions entering into (9a) and (b) have the form
M ( j , j) = M ( j , j + l )

11 10

=

1
-

S(U+l) '

N ( j ,j ) =
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1
6j(j+I) (2j+I) '

The echo (7)-(10) propagates the c a r r i e r frequency w
and is linearly proportional to it. The shape of the
pulse of the stimulated photon echo is determined by the
expression (8). In the limiting case of a narrow spect r a l line (l/To << l / ~ , )we have from (8)
I=exp{- (t!-z,) ,/4T,').
(11)

In the limiting case of a wide spectral line (1/To
>> 1 / ~ , we
) get from (8) a t T I = T2= T3= T
- T
I = ~ n L ( ( a + 1 ) ~ [ e ( a + l ) - 0 ( 1-(2a2-2a-1)
a)
[e(a)-0(a-1) 1
T
+ ( ~ - 2 ) ~ [ O ( a - l-O(a-2)
)
I),

where

a = - (t'-z,)
T
'

1, 220
e ( z ) = { O , r<O'

It is seen from Eq. (12) that the maximum intensity of
the stimulated photon echo on the wide spectral line is
shifted relative to the instant of time t = 2r1 + 7 2 + 3T
+ y / c by 0.5T, while the width of the pulse echos is of
the order of T.
We emphasize that the stimulated photon echo, both
on a wide and on a narrow spectral line, is formed a t
an instant of time which is considerably different from
the time of formation of the ordinary photon echo, and
also of other possible responses of a resonant medium
excited by three light pulses.
Formulas (7)-(10) allow u s to find the intensity and
polarization of the stimulated photon echo on an optically allowed transition with arbitrary conditions of the
angular momenta of the levels in the approximation of
small a r e a s of exciting pulses. We note that the intensity of the stimulated echo is proportional to the product of the amplitudes of the intensities of all the exciting light pulses.
As follows from (7)-(12), the entire dependence of the
maximum intensity of the stimulated photon echo on the
time interval r2 is determined by the dependence of only
the components of the vector ee on 7 2 . Therefore, the
component of the maximum intensity of this photon echo
in the direction of the polarization vector of the third
exciting pulse depends on 7 2 through (e6,)2, and in the
perpendicular direction, through (&.
Using the observed property of the intensity maximum, we shall
show in what fashion one can obtain information of the
times determining the relaxation of the population, orientation, and alignment of the resonance levels.
As follows from (9) and (lo), a t & = $1, the investigation of the damping of the X component of the intensity
maximum of the stimulated photon echo a s a function of
7 2 allows u s to carry out the direct measurement of the
time l/?':!, of the alignment relaxation. At & =-$I, the
investigation of the damping of the maximum of this
component allows u s to perform the measurement of the
times I/Y:!, of the relaxation of the orientation. FinalEvseev et a/.
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ly, if &
,I and & a r e such that tan$l t a n h =2, then the
study of the damping of the Z component of the maximum intensity of the stimulated photon echo makes it
possible to carry out the direct measurement of the
times l/y:'!,
of the population relaxation. We note that
inasmuch as y!!, enter into the relaxation characteristic
tic y"', which is well measured by the usual photon
echo method, the possibility develops of the direct extraction, from the experiments on the photon echo, of
the quantity r"',which is due only to the elastic depolarizing collisions.
As follows from (9a) and (Qb), there a r e other relations between and & which allows u s to separate in
(9a) o r (9b) damping with only any one of the relaxation
times (population, orientation o r alignment).
We turn to the experimentally interesting case of
large angular momenta of the resonance levels, which
is realized in experiments on the photon echo in molecular gases (see, for example, Refs. 2-5). In this
case, for the transitions j 4 j ( j >> 1) we get from (9a)
and (9b)
eSe-

1

2

gi

5

-[ C O S ( $ ~ - ~ ) A+~-(2
( ~ , )cos $I cos +-sin

.

sin ( : ) A Z ( T Z ) ]

2. TRANSITIONS WITH SMALL LEVEL ANGULAR
MOMENTA

F i r s t we consider a transition with the level angular
momenta j,= $ and j, = i. This transition is realized
in experiments on the photon echo in alkali-metal vaand
a r e pospors. Inasmuch a s 0 Q x Q 2j,,,,
sible in the transition 3-4. However, because of the
proportionality of the S matrices of the elastic scattering of each of the levels to the Kronecker symbol, we
have in this transition
= r'."!,.

elb

elb

The method of finding the intensity of the electric
field of the stimulated photon echo in the transition $
-$ is analogous to that used in the previous section.
A s a result, we obtain that the intensity of the electric
field of the stimulated echo in this transition is given
by the formulas (7) and (8), where the quantity If is
obtained not from formula (3), but from the expression

Here the frequency SZ, is connected with the a r e a

Bc=y2 ldle(''~dY'3h
of the i-th exciting light pulse in the following way:
Q,ET,P=B:+ (kvTt)'.

where
A.(T,)-- exp(-7.

(X)

r,)+exp(-ys

(")

r 2 ) , x=0,1,2.

(15)

Consequently, in the transitions j 4 j a t j>>1, the relaxation times of the population and alignment of the
resonance levels can be measured by the stimulated
photon echo method.
F o r the transitions jzj + 1 a t j >> 1, we have from
(9a) and (9b)
1

4'-

-[cos($,-+)
gi

A ~ ( 2T

1

10

0 s 9%
eos Visin

We note that the formulas (131, (14), (16) and (17) can
also be used for identification of the type of resonance
transition ( j -j o r j - j + 1). Such an identification will
be especially effective a t yT'72 << 1 and yF'~2<< 1 since
these formulas a r e greatly simplified in the case of
such parameters.
F o r clarification of the way in which the *crease in
the a r e a s of the exciting pulses affect the considered
effects, we have considered transitions in the next section with small levels moments, which can serve to
find the intensities of the electric field of the stimulated photon echo in the case of arbitrary a r e a s of the
exciting pulses.
Sov. Phys. JETP 51(6), June 1980

In the transition 3-5 the nonzero components of the
vector ee that enter in (7) and characterize the polarization properties of the echo have the form

sin $ z ) A z ( ~ ,~ ) ]

Here Ax(r,) a r e given by the formulas (15). Thus, in
the transitions j =j + 1 a t j >> 1, we can measure by the
stimulated photon echo method all three relaxation
times of the resonance levels: population, orientation,
and alignment.

1111

As follows from (8) and (la), in the transition i -4
the shape of the pulse of the stimulated photon echo in
the narrow spectral line a t 0, >>T,/T, is given by equation (11) and has the same form a s in the limiting case
of small a r e a s of the exciting pulses. However, on the
broad spectral line, the shape of the pulse of the stimulated echo is made complicated in comparison with (12)
in the case of an increase in the a r e a s O f .

where
is determined by the formula (15). Thus,
the angle which the polarization vector of the stimulated echo makes with the polarization echo of the third
exciting pulse is found in this transition from the equation
Consequently, in the transition $ -$ the angle cp,, does
not depend on the relaxation characteristics of the resonance levels. Such a behavior of the angle fps, is a
specific property only of this transition.
By investigating the decay of the maximum intensity
of the stimulated photon echo with growth of 7 2 in the
transition 3-$, we can c a r r y out the experimental
measurement of the relaxation times of the level populations. If the characteristics that govern the radiation decay of the levels a r e known, we can measure the
contribution of the inelastic collisions to the relaxation
times of the level populations by this method. We note
that attention was f i r s t called to this circumstance in
Ref. 14.
We emphasize that the formulas (19) and (20) a r e obEvseev eta[
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tained from the general formulas (9) and (10) a t j = $.
This indicates that the polarization properties of the
stimulated photon echo in the transition $-$ do not depend on the value of the a r e a s of the exciting light pulses. The noted property of the polarization of the stimulated echo occurs only in the transition 4-$.
We now consider the transition with level angular
momenta j , = O and j, = 1. Here the level a is characterized by a single relaxation time: I/#:), while the
and 1/
level b is characterized by three: I/$'',
$). We note that, a s is obtained a s a result of calculaand
)
due to intions in Ref. 15, the quantities If
elastic depolarizing collisions and entering into the relaxation characteristics y): and $)of the level with
moment j = 1, a r e connected, for an interaction of the
van der Waals type, by the relation ~ ' / ~ ' = 1 . 1 3 .

c',

In the case of the transition 0 -1, we consider the
formation of the stimulated echo on the narrow spectral
line in the case Of>> T,/T,. Omitting the intermediate
calculations, we obtain the result that the intensity of
the electric stimulated echo in this transition is given
by the expression (7) with the quantity I determined by
formula ( l l ) , and by the vector ee, which has the following components different from zero:
eze=

observation of the damping of the maximum of this same
term makes it possible to observe the time l/y? of the
orientation relaxation. Finally, for 7,b1 and A such that
2 sin(02/2) sin 2412tg(Jit-q2) =sin 8, ('/3+~os2 4 1 ~ ) ~

the times l/y;L of the population relaxation can be observed f r o m the damping of the Z component of the
maximum intensity of the stimulated echo.
In conclusion, we note that, a s considerations given
in the present section have shown, there is no sense
in greatly increasing the a r e a s of the exciting light puls e s for ~ ' ~ e c t r o s c opurposes,
~ic
since the small gain
obtained in such a case in the intensity of the echo leads
to a significant complication of the formulas and makes
more difficult the extraction of experimental information from them.

The authors a r e grateful to S. S. Alimpiev and N. V.
Karlov for discussion of the results of the research.
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+ 2 sin (qi-tz)sin
where

cos 21'2

1)

(1)

r.}

.)I$?

,

(22)

~,=21d(c,"'~,/?,?tr

a r e the areas of the exciting pulses.
It follows from a comparison of formulas (21) and
(22) with formulas (9a) and (9b), taken at j,= 0 and j,
= 1, that the polarization properties of the stimulated
photon echo in the transitions 0 = 1 depend on the a r e a s
of the second and third exciting pulses.
O2 and
As follows from (21) and (22), observation of the
damping of the stimulated photon echo with increase in
r2 of the X component of the maximum intensity in the
case & = A makes it possible to measure the time
of alignment relaxation. In the case of
and & such
that
2 sin (02/2)tg(*,-Qi) +sin 82 tg 2$2=0,
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